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10.  Wives and Daughters 

ELIZABETH GASKELL’S last novel is a critical anomaly. 
While ‘generally felt to be her best’ (Butler: 278), ‘one of the 
great novels of any age’ (Duthie: xi), most critics seem un-
able to account for its excellence except ‘as a pleasant excur-
sion… to the faraway world of her childhood with Jane Aus-
ten as her travelling companion’ (Lansbury: 182). Although 
Lerner notices that the title ‘announce[ s] a theme’ (16), he 
does not discuss it, while Collins bluntly calls the title ‘an 
irrelevance’ (Collins: 60). Only Coral Lansbury and Patricia 
Spacks see that the structure of families and the socialisa-
tion of girls is the central, and important, subject-matter of 
Wives and Daughters. 

 In 1862 Turgenev published Fathers and Sons, which 
became known to English literati through the French trans-
lation. Turgenev had visited Manchester in 1859 and had 
friends, like the Nightingales, in common with Elizabeth 
Gaskell (Shapiro: 126). If the title Wives and Daughters was 
intended as a reference to Fathers and Sons, the difference 
in formulation is significant. Turgenev’s novel shows a radi-
cal, scientific son reacting against a feudal, authoritarian fa-
ther. Elizabeth Gaskell, also dealing with parent– child rela-
tions, cannot simply transpose the pattern across gender-
boundaries, however, because mothers and daughters are 
defined primarily not by their relation to each other but by 
their relation to men. Whereas a vigorous son eventually as-
sumes the authority of his father, a daughter is deflected 
into another subordinate role as wife, a role which also lim-
its the power of mothers. 

 We have seen that in Elizabeth Gaskell’s earlier novels, 
however ‘public’ the overt subject-matter, the story is de-
flected into personal relationships. Although this has been 
read as degeneration into romance or melodrama, the prob-
lem arises because it is impossible for Elizabeth Gaskell’s 
female protagonists to speak and act as she thinks rational, 
humane people should without getting entangled in notions 
of feminine propriety. In the novels before The Life of Char-
lotte Brontë the problem seems unconscious, though we can 
trace it through disturbances of the text, inconsistencies, 
rhetoric, and what Gillian Beer calls ‘that oceanic richness… 
of symbol typical of Victorian prose’ (Beer, 1983: 14). Wives 
and Daughters for the first time makes central what had 
earlier been an unacknowledged problem; the education of 
daughters by wives to be wives. 

 The novel begins at the beginning, with ‘the old rigma-
role of childhood’ (WD: 5), and the first two chapters are full 
of references to fairy-tales. Like modern feminists, Elizabeth 
Gaskell recognised the force of these ritual stories told to 
children in forming expectations. Not only was she familiar 
with all the standard collections, but in her story Curious if 
True (1860; K7) she shows their living force by describing a 
castle full of fairy-tale characters transformed into Victorian 
social types. 

 Just as many fairy-tales suggest rites of passage or ini-
tiation tests by which girls and boys become women and 
men, so Wives and Daughters begins with motherless Molly 
Gibson at the age of twelve (the conventional age for pu-
berty), putting on new, festive clothes, leaving her father 
and home and entering the enclosed grounds of a house 
called The Towers, where she loses her godmothers, falls 
asleep, and is awakened by a lady with several names who 
will later become her stepmother. As ‘A Novice Amongst the 
Great Folk’ (Ch. 2), Molly is shown adult life at its most 
stately and hierarchical. Lord Cumnor, who frightens her by 
pretending to be Father Bear to her Goldilocks (22), is a 
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mixture of fairy-tale grotesque and genuine feudal and pa-
triarchal power, ‘a cross between an archangel and a king’ 
(9). 

 The ritual phrases of these first chapters suggest that 
adults perceive female adolescence not as an active phase of 
growth, but as a period of unconscious waiting, marked by 
allusion to ‘the Sleeping Beauty, the Seven Sleepers, and any 
other famous sleeper’ (WD: 23). Molly’s own father is no 
fairy-tale ogre; humorous and affectionate, he has given her 
‘excellent mothering’ (Davidson and Broner: 98). But he too 
conceives a sharp disjunction between the child and the 
woman, and instructs her governess not to ‘teach Molly too 
much… I want to keep her a child ‘ (WD: 34). Like Cousin 
Phillis, Molly thus appears to leap from being a baby ‘in 
long-clothes’ to having ‘a lover’ (WD: 142), which defines 
her as nubile. Young Mr Coxe’s ‘passion’ for Molly (49) 
throws Mr Gibson into a panic because he conceives of her 
growth not as a natural process but as a a knot in the thread 
of fate (58), a ‘Gordian knot’ (89). Like Sleeping Beauty’s 
father, who tried to guard his daughter from the fairy’s 
curse, the pricked finger, the ritual shedding of blood which 
signifies womanhood, Mr Gibson’s one thought is that Molly 
must be guarded (55), and since he is too busy as a country 
doctor to be always with her, he acquires Mrs Kirkpatrick as 
her stepmother. 

 If we take ‘mothers’ as the absent term in the title Wives 
and Daughters, it is significant that Molly acquires, not a 
mother but a stepmother. Modern feminists agree that pa-
triarchal structures have driven a wedge between mothers 
and daughters, because the necessary socialisation of 
daughters into wives is perceived by the daughter as an out-
rage which could be perpetrated only by a ‘false’ or ‘step-’ 
mother. Chodorow describes how, as daughters grow up, 
they split their mother-image, often projecting the ‘good’, 
nurturing qualities on to the father, and perceiving the ‘bad’ 
social control exercised by the mother as that of a step-

mother (Chodorow: 122– 4). As a literary ‘character’, Mrs 
Kirkpatrick/ Gibson is rightly regarded as a triumph, but 
most critics see her as no more than a ‘neat satire’ (Allott: 
29) of ‘human deficiency’ (McVeagh: 85; cf Ganz: 166). Only 
Patricia Spacks has fully understood that Mrs Gibson’s ‘im-
perfections’ are not simply ‘human’ but specifically related 
to the ideology of the pleasing female. 

 Mrs Gibson’s educational priorities match those of The 
New Female Instructor, the first six chapters of which deal 
with Dress and Fashion, Behaviour and Manners, Company, 
Conversation, Visiting and Amusements and Employment of 
Time. Her conversations with her own daughter, Cynthia, 
are almost all about dress, and when she gives a dinner-
party, ‘Cynthia and Molly looked their best, which was all 
the duty Mrs Gibson absolutely required of them’ (WD: 
266). Mary Wollstonecraft, lamenting the ‘insipid’ conversa-
tion of women ‘whose time is spent in making caps, bonnets, 
and the whole mischief of trimmings’, suggests that ‘garden-
ing, experimental philosophy, and literature, would afford 
them subjects to think of and matter for conversation, that 
in some degree would exercise their understandings’ (W: 
83). But Mrs Gibson calls Molly a ‘“ blue-stocking”’ when 
she reads Roger’s books (WD: 267), and thinks that garden-
ing makes her look ‘“ more like a delving Adam than a spin-
ning Eve”’ (329). Mrs Gibson herself has a technique of 
making ‘indifferent trifles’ assume ‘infinite importance’ 
(WD: 315), and though Molly’s ‘never-ending feminine 
business’ takes the shape of ‘small duties’ (81), Spacks is 
right to contrast her ‘relentless triviality of endeavour’ with 
‘Roger Hamley’s steady development toward a scientific ca-
reer, or Mr Gibson’s industry as a doctor’ (Spacks: 89). 
Molly is being taught to attain power, not through knowl-
edge or action, but indirectly. 

 In order to ‘attain… power’, the ‘pleasing’ woman must 
know how to ‘bend the haughty stubbornness of man’ with 
‘an insinuating word’ (NFI: 1– 2); as Patmore approvingly 
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puts it, ‘To the sweet folly of the dove,/ She joins the cun-
ning of the snake’ (The Angel in the House VIII, Prelude 1; 
1862). Mrs Gibson has been a governess, a curate’s wife, a 
paid companion, a schoolmistress and a doctor’s wife. In the 
paid situations ‘she must wear a cheerful face, or be dis-
missed’ (Wollstonecraft, Thoughts on The Education of 
Daughters: 71). She therefore smiles pleasantly as she ac-
cedes to all requests (WD: 25) and makes speeches like 
‘soothing syrup’ (309), ‘exactly the remarks which are ex-
pected from an agreeable listener’ (97). Her pliability, how-
ever, is self-interested; ‘she must… be plastic herself if she 
would mould others’ (Sandford: 3), and although employ-
ment is a necessary stop-gap, her ultimate goal is marriage, 
which provides ‘some one who would work while she sat at 
her elegant ease’ (WD: 104). Lansbury calls her ‘a slightly 
inefficient calculating machine’ (Lansbury: 206) and much 
of the comedy of the book arises from her rapid cost/ benefit 
analyses of, for instance, an invitation (e.g. WD: 476, 610, 
622– 3). 

 Her calculation of Osborne Hamley’s life-expectancy, 
which leads her to encourage Roger and Osborne alternately 
as suitors for Cynthia, is less amusing, though to her it 
seems quite laudable ‘“ to get Cynthia well married”’ (383) 
and only ‘“ common sense”’ to choose the most prosperous 
brother (382). Although the text is constructed so that we 
can ‘see through’ ‘The Mother’s Manoevre’ (Ch. 35) it is im-
portant to realise that Mrs Gibson is not showing idiosyn-
cratic villainy or caprice. ‘Common sense itself is … rooted in 
a specific historical situation and… a particular social forma-
tion’ (Belsey: 3), so that Mrs Gibson justifies herself by an 
appeal to the ‘unquestioned assumptions’ (4) of a whole so-
ciety which thought that a woman who failed to marry had 
‘failed in business’ (Saturday Review, 8: 576 (1859)). 

 Though critics in general are amused by Mrs Gibson’s 
bland hypocrisy, only feminists have seen that ‘it is vain to 
expect virtue from women till they are in some degree inde-

pendent of men. … Whilst they are absolutely dependent on 
their husbands they will be cunning, mean, and selfish’ (W: 
154– 5). Adrienne Rich sees a further ‘danger run by all 
powerless people: that we forget we are lying, or that lying 
becomes a weapon we carry over into relationships with 
people who do not have power over us’ (189). The very last 
paragraph of the (unfinished) novel is a wonderful exposure 
of how the ‘art of pleasing’ promotes habitual dissembling 
(WD: 648). 

 In that last scene, Mrs Gibson is irritated with Molly’s 
refusal to learn her kind of selfish ‘altruism’. But she is not 
the only source of Molly’s education in womanhood; she is 
surrounded by role-models. Even the Miss Brownings grew 
out of a moral tale for children about a pair of pigeons called 
Pecksey and Flapsey (Howitt’s Journal II (1847): 284). Mrs 
Hamley conforms closely to the conduct-book model of the 
angel in the house, in whom ‘weakness is an attraction, not a 
blemish’ (Sand-ford: 13), and self-sacrifice is Christlike 
(Johnson: 25). She is ‘gentle and sentimental; tender and 
good’ (WD: 43), and having given up a great deal for her 
husband, sinks ‘into the condition of a chronic invalid’ (42). 
Hers is a more sincere version of attaining power through 
the art of pleasing, but although she becomes ‘the ruling 
spirit of the house’ (246), the novel suggests that her ‘heated 
and scented’ life (45) is an unhealthy model for Molly. 
Where Mrs Sandford writes approvingly of the ‘sedative’ 
qualities of home duties (Sandford: 169), Wives and Daugh-
ters is more critical. The drowsy stillness of Hamley Hall is 
compared with the ‘“ moated grange”’ (WD: 83) in Tenny-
son’s ‘Mariana’ – a married version of sleeping beauty in her 
castle, perennially awaiting a relief which ‘cometh not’. 
Rather than any of these ‘stepmothers’, it is Molly’s father 
who offers a model which she is prepared to accept. His 
daily devotion to suffering people deeply affects her as a 
kind of altruism which is neither selfish nor sentimental 
(WD: 173– 4). On the other hand, it is hardly acknowledged 
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under a manner of brisk practicality and humour. Spacks 
sees this as an example of self-suppression common to both 
sexes in Victorian culture (Spacks: 93), but the treatment of 
Thornton and Higgins in North and South defines obsessive 
refusal of emotion as characteristic of ‘masculinity’ (above, 
Ch. 7), only indirectly imposed on women. Having decided 
that his marriage with Mrs Kirkpatrick is for Molly’s ‘good’, 
for instance, Mr Gibson refuses to discuss it with her, and 
she is effectively silenced: 

she could not tell what words to use. She was afraid 
of saying anything, lest the passion of anger, dislike, 
indignation – whatever it was that was boiling up in 
her breast – should find vent in cries and screams, or 
worse, in raging words that could never be forgotten. 
(111) 

In spite of his rectitude and care, Mr Gibson thus emerges 
as only the most attractive of a long line of fallible fathers – 
John Barton, Parson Jenkyns, Mr Bradshaw, Mr Hale, 
Daniel Robson, Mr Holman – from whom their daughters 
must fight free. 

 It is at this juncture, in Ch. 10, that Roger Hamley is in-
troduced as a significantly different sort of man. In all Eliza-
beth Gaskell’s earlier novels, the nurturing impulses felt by 
men have been shown as repressed or distorted by the pub-
lic languages of masculinity – impersonal, analytical, ag-
gressive. But Roger’s chosen discipline of natural history is 
presented as one in which there is no disjuncture between 
‘science’ and personal relations. Roger is a keen observer, 
whose ‘“ eyes are always wandering about, and see twenty 
things where I [his father] only see one”’ (73), and in Ch. 10 
his pursuit of a rare plant brings him to Molly, who has hid-
den herself in the wood to vent her forbidden anguish (114). 
Where Susan Griffin sees men and scientists as universal 
rapists of women and nature, Roger ‘was so great a lover of 
nature that, without any thought, but habitually, he always 

avoided treading unnecessarily on any plant; who knew 
what long-sought growth or insect might develop itself in 
what now appeared but insignificant?’ (WD: 114). His atti-
tude in fact conforms to all three qualities identified by Sara 
Ruddick as characteristic of ‘maternal thinking’; rooted in 
care, it takes the form of constant and acute attention to de-
tail, and expects change and growth (Ruddick: 357– 8, 353). 
It is consistent with such ‘scientific’ habits that Roger both 
pays attention to Molly’s distress and longs ‘to be of some 
little tender bit of comfort to her’ (WD: 118), and that his 
scientific ‘teaching’ is expressed in ‘maternal’ terms: he 
‘cherished her first little morsel of curiosity, and nursed it 
into a … desire for further information’ (120). His moral 
prescription ‘“ to try to think more of others than of oneself”’ 
is offered in the same spirit, not as something appropriate 
for a woman, but what he himself has found ‘“ comfort”’ in 
(117). His well-intentioned assumption of comparability be-
tween them has a long-term effect in helping to release 
Molly from ‘the intimidation of inequality’ which she feels in 
relation to her father (Gilligan: 507). Its immediate effect, 
however, is to trap her in a feminine role from which she 
must find her own release. 

 Molly is an ordinary girl, anxious to be undistinguished, 
but her relatively unconventional, motherless girlhood, tu-
tored by her clear-sighted, witty father, has made her rela-
tively self-assertive and outspoken. In Ch. 3 she flies to the 
defence of her governess (35), and later she speaks her mind 
to both Lady Cumnor (131) and Lady Harriet (163– 4). 
Likewise she resists Roger’s prescription with some force: 
‘thinking more of others’ happiness than of her own was 
very fine; but did it not mean giving up her very individual-
ity, quenching all the warm love, the true desires, that made 
her herself?’ (134). When Roger says she will be happier in 
the end, she is vehement: ‘“ No, I shan’t. … It will be very 
dull when I shall have killed myself, as it were, and live only 
in trying to do, and to be, as other people like”’ (135). Here 
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the image of feminine death, which has had a buried exis-
tence in the earlier novels, surfaces in its major significa-
tion; altruism is a threat to life. 

 The plain speaking fostered by her father’s rationality, 
however, succumbs to his emotional silence. Where Roger’s 
spoken advice allows reasoned objection, her father’s silent 
evasion can only be met with silence. ‘Mr Gibson did not 
want speech or words. He was not fond of expressions of 
feeling at any time’ (121). It is in this context that Molly 
comes to see Roger’s prescription as the ‘clue to goodness 
and peace’ (137) and embraces it as a ‘new… larger system of 
duty’ (147) much as Maggie Tulliver embraces The Imitation 
of Christ. Roger has shifted Molly from Carol Gilligan’s ‘first 
stage’ of youthful egoism into a ‘second stage’ of altruism 
which he assumes is his own (Gilligan: 492). What neither 
of them recognises is that Roger, as a young man, has effort-
lessly assumed the ‘third stage’ in which ‘obligation extends 
to include the self as well as others’ (506), so that he takes as 
a duty as well as a right his Cambridge education, freedom 
to travel, publish, court public recognition and reward. 
Molly, confined to ‘relentless triviality’, may make Roger her 
‘Mentor’ (WD: 137), but she cannot, like Telemachus, share 
his route through life. The Bildungsroman which, for a male 
protagonist, charts the voyage out from family to social 
identity, becomes, for a woman, ‘The Voyage In’ (Abel, 
1983). Slowly the death-in-life of the ‘“ Daughter at Home”’ 
(L 72) descends upon her; ‘was it goodness, or was it numb-
ness… ? death seemed the only reality’ (WD: 208). 

 Although Mr Gibson is a humane man in a nurturing 
profession, his refusal to articulate emotion is a version of 
the ‘masculine lie’ (Ch. 7, above), which prevents humane 
emotion becoming part of the dominant ideology. Masculine 
silence promotes not only dutiful self-suppression, but devi-
ousness and evasion in women. As Molly becomes aware of 
her stepmother’s ‘webs… distortions of truth’, she keeps si-
lence from ‘the desire of sparing her father any discord’; she 

wonders ‘if this silence was right or wrong’, but ‘her father’s 
example of silence… made her hold her tongue’ (WD: 362). 
Marilyn Butler disparages Wives and Daughters for its con-
ventional attitude to truth-telling: ‘the parental injunction – 
Thou Shalt Not Lie – is… merely handed down… [not] ex-
amined and… qualified’ (Butler: 289– 90). But Mr Gibson’s 
tacit injunction is ‘Thou Shalt Not Speak’, and the novel 
does examine the relation between silence and lying. As re-
fusal of emotion, silence serves the ‘masculine lie’; as an ad-
junct of cunning, it serves the pleasing female. Wives and 
Daughters thus supports Elaine Showalter’s contention that 
secrecy is ‘the fundamental and enabling condition of mid-
dle-class life’ (Wohl: 104), in which women of necessity lead 
‘duplicitous lives’ in ‘a house full of secret chambers’. The 
heroine of Lady Audley’s Secret (1862), Showalter com-
ments, is ‘devious and perfidious not because she is a crimi-
nal and mad, but because she is a lady and sane’ (Wohl: 
113). 

 This paradox, potential in the silence Molly adopts to 
please her father, is developed in Cynthia Kirkpatrick, the 
product of Mrs Gibson’s education. Cynthia suffers both the 
neglect of a mother whose priority must be to please others, 
and the restrictions of surveillance, like the censorship of 
her letters from school, which baffle rational action and 
force her into lies, secrets and silence (WD: 472). Lacking 
both affection and practical security (467), yet constrained 
by feminine propriety, Cynthia has no alternative but to 
adopt the arts of the pleasing female, developing ‘the most 
exquisite power of adaptation to varying people’ (217). Lack-
ing the healthy self-approval Molly derived from her father, 
Cynthia remains ‘forever dependent on the image reflected 
back from other people’s eyes’ (Davidson and Broner: 106), 
and when the images conflict, she is thrown into a ‘“ mental 
fever”’ a ‘brilliancy’ like ‘the glitter of the pieces of a broken 
mirror, which confuses and bewilders’ (WD: 345). 
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 Cynthia’s problem is that although she excels in the art 
of pleasing, attracting multiple offers of marriage, she does 
not relish marriage. Although her success with Mr Preston 
makes her feel ‘“ a little queen”’, what makes her feel ‘“ like 
Cinderella when the clock was striking twelve”’ (470) is not 
losing Prince Charming, but having to marry him after the 
ball is over. In this situation, moreover, statements of dislike 
are counterproductive (481). Preston, like Rousseau, re-
gards resistance as part of ‘the art of pleasing’, rousing 
pleasurable desire in men (W: 54, footnote 1). Baffled, Cyn-
thia the virgin huntress seeks to displace one Prince Charm-
ing by another – Roger Hamley, Mr Coxe, Mr Henderson – 
devious and perfidious ‘because she is a lady and sane’. Like 
another famous virgin, Effie Ruskin, whom Elizabeth Gas-
kell knew at school, Cynthia is ‘just like somebody in the 
Arabian Nights, who was making up her list of 1000 lovers’ 
(L 195). The conduct-book writers saw ‘the wish of being 
admired’ as inborn in women (Sandford: 64), but Woll-
stonecraft and Gaskell understand that it is induced: ‘only 
taught to please, women are always on the watch to please, 
and with true heroic ardour endeavour to gain hearts’ (W: 
63). 

 The sad ironies of Wollstonecraft’s words pervade Wives 
and Daughters, and the notion of being ‘on the watch’ has 
resonances which link apparently diverse themes. At its 
most positive, Sara Ruddick identifies ‘attention’ as ‘an in-
tellectual capacity connected even by definition with love’ 
(Ruddick: 358). Quoting Iris Murdoch, she goes on, ‘“ the 
task of attention goes on all the time and at apparently 
empty and everyday moments we are ‘looking’, making 
those little peering efforts of imagination which have such 
important cumulative results”’ (358). It is the linking of 
knowledge with care, and the rooting of both in tiny, chang-
ing details, which Ruddick sees as characterising ‘maternal 
thinking’. It is a mode of thought often dismissed as ‘femi-
nine intuition’, which can seem illogically at odds with ‘the 

facts’. When ‘facts’ seem to prove Molly guilty of impropriety 
with Mr Preston, for instance, the ‘illogical’ Miss Phoebe re-
hearses what she has ‘seen’ of Molly’s patience and gentle-
ness, and in ‘tearful defiance of facts’, refuses to ‘“ believe 
anything against her”’ (WD: 528). The point here is that 
Miss Phoebe’s ‘attention’ to Molly’s behaviour over a period 
of time has furnished her with alternative ‘facts’ which are 
real and valid, though less susceptible to legalistic ‘proof’. 

 Ruddick’s contention that such ‘attention is an intellec-
tual capacity’ is an important challenge to the generally un-
examined assumption of difference between nurturing/ 
emotional/ intuitive habits of mind and scientific/ intellec-
tual/ rational ones. Ruddick herself opposes ‘maternal 
thinking’ to the controlled, repeatable experiments of sci-
ence (Ruddick: 353), just as George Eliot prefers ‘a picture 
of human life’ to ‘generalizations and statistics’ (‘ The Natu-
ral History of German Life’, Westminster Review, July 1856: 
54) and Elizabeth Gaskell prefers ‘“ actual personal contact”’ 
to ‘“ mere institutions”’ (NS: 421). But the Victorian women, 
who witnessed the transformation of natural history from an 
‘amateur’ activity (i.e. pursued out of love) to a ‘science’ (i.e. 
‘observed facts… brought under general laws’ (OED)), were 
in a better position to see that loving attention to detail and 
its systematic classification are not opposed mental qualities 
but different stages in an ongoing process. What goes wrong 
with ‘scientific thinking’ is that it forgets its origins; the 
‘general laws’ do not merely organise but displace the ob-
served detail. Moreover, since experience and education are 
required to formulate ‘general laws’, these become the prop-
erty and distinguishing mark of the superior class and gen-
der, while women (and workers) are left with the ‘observed 
detail’. While ‘detail’ may be a respectable pursuit if it re-
quires expeditions or laboratories, the detail of everyday life 
is devalued and denied. 

 In Wives and Daughters: An Every-Day Story, Roger 
Hamley demonstrates that there is no essential difference 
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between the ‘attention’ required for scientific knowledge 
and that which creates the ‘intuitive’ knowledge of most 
women’s daily life. In Ch. 10, for instance, he examines two 
abnormal leaves of the ash-tree with the same care with 
which he reads Molly’s ‘eloquent’ look of pain (115– 6), just 
as Molly ‘knew her father’s looks as well as she knew her al-
phabet’ (178). Six years later George Eliot deplores the fact 
that Dr Lydgate brings ‘a much more testing vision of details 
and relations into [his] pathological study than he had ever 
thought it necessary to apply to the complexities of love and 
marriage’ (Middlemarch, Ch.XVI). The professionalisation 
of ‘natural history’ led to its progressive separation from 
personal life and hence eventually to the real and potential 
horrors of, say, reproductive technology (cf Arditti). 

 Whereas the natural sciences now form part of a general 
technocracy which aspires to the condition of mathematics, 
Elizabeth Gaskell wrote at a time when ‘natural history’ was 
still close to everyday life, and hence promised a wholeness 
of view in which detail was not submerged in ‘general laws’. 
For her, the threatening masculine science was political 
economy, the dominant language of Victorian industrial 
capitalism (see Ch. 7 above). The fact that women feel 
threatened not by ‘scientific thinking’ itself, but by the his-
torical separation of the dominant language from personal 
life, is demonstrated by Roger Hamley’s brother Osborne, 
who, as a classical scholar and man of letters, represents the 
exclusive language whereby men separated themselves from 
womanly trivia in pre-industrial society. Writing in 1796, 
Elizabeth Gaskell’s father saw this traditional education as 
the same sort of threat to an integrated consciousness as 
feminists now see in a masculine ‘science’. ‘A mere classical 
scholar is not, by his knowledge, connected with the world. 
Whereas every branch of natural science is to him, ac-
quainted with it, a link, which connects him with his fellow-
men’ (Stevenson, 1796: 28). Thus Osborne’s poeticism leads 
him to ignore details in favour of generalisations about ‘love’ 

and ‘beauty’. He doesn’t ‘“ exactly know when dog-roses are 
in flower!”’ (WD: 309), and cannot ‘read’, from his father’s 
restless movements, his willingness to be reconciled (431). 

 Women, on the other hand, do not have an ‘integrated 
consciousness’ by virtue of their sex; ‘maternal thinking’ re-
quires a link between attention and care. Mrs Gibson, the 
pleasing female, is impatient with ‘details’ (173) and acts on 
shifting and spurious ‘principles’ (176). She is ‘an unpercep-
tive person, except where her own interests were dependent 
upon another person’s humour’ (178). Her ‘attention’ to 
other people is factitious, based not on ‘love’ but ‘self-love’. 
Cynthia is essentially similar. When her mind wanders from 
a scientific discussion, she pleads, ‘“ It is quite true!… I was 
not attending”’, giving the phrase a school-room flavour of 
compulsion. Molly, in contrast, ‘was trying to understand 
with all her might’, because she cares for Roger (266). Nor-
mally, Cynthia perfectly counterfeits the ‘attention’ which 
seems to be linked with care. At the Miss Brownings’, her 
‘sweet eyes were fixed upon [Roger’s] face with a look of 
great interest in all he was saying’ (239), which she later 
dismisses with a yawn (242). It is this ‘counterfeit’ attention, 
which falsely indicates the depth of care, which makes Molly 
‘chafe’ at Cynthia’s engagement to Roger. Though she could 
have ‘cut off her right hand’ to please him, Molly is tortured 
by perceiving him as the victim of ‘plots’ in which ‘Cynthia 
[is] the conscious if passive bait’ (346). 

 Thus, though families are made of people who are ‘on 
the watch’, and ‘attention’ is ideally linked with ‘care’, creat-
ing a body of knowledge which connects people with each 
other, the link is repeatedly broken by the ‘secrecy’ of family 
life. Mr Gibson’s ‘keen, observant eyes’ identify love only as ‘ 
an unknown illness’ (641). Mrs Gibson’s observations only 
serve her ‘manoevres’ (Ch. 35). Osborne’s exacted promise 
of silence is a ‘blank wall’ which ‘block[ s] up the way’ for 
Molly’s sympathy (211) and Cynthia’s ‘dead wall’ of mystery 
marks a limit to her professions of love (414). Mrs Gibson’s 
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‘care’ of Molly takes the form of ‘a most wearying supervi-
sion’ (457). Even Roger’s love for Cynthia is a ‘blindness’ in 
which he is ‘willingly… entrapped’ (346). No wonder that 
Molly’s ‘sun was all shrouded over with grey mist’ (409– 
10). It seems that she can only wait, like the sleeping beauty, 
for rescue. 

 The surprising turn to this ‘voyage in’, however, is that 
Molly is rescued not by an external agent but by her own ini-
tiative in rescuing Cynthia from Mr Preston. While Roger 
quests for fame and fortune in foreign lands, Molly finds an 
alternative testing-ground among the secret chambers of 
family life, an enterprising version of the non-conformist 
injunction to ‘“ Do the duty that lies nearest to thee”’ (Car-
lyle, quoted L 72). Rather than playing the role of the fairy-
tale daughter, who enters womanhood in a state of sleep, 
Molly usurps the part of the younger son, who passes tests, 
fights duels, rescues damsels. Armed with the courageous 
truth-telling habits of her youth, she is, in Elizabeth Gas-
kell’s approving phrase, a ‘“ law unto herself”’ (L 101). Typi-
cally, however, Victorian girls were ‘left untested’ (Vicinus: 
ix), and although Molly’s blameless weapons are straight 
looks (WD: 460), a straight path (475) and straight talk 
(481), she cannot take initiative without creating scandal. If 
Portia lived in Victorian England, Anna Jameson said, she 
would not be ‘“ a gracious, happy, beloved and loving crea-
ture”’, but ‘“ a victim, immolated in fire to that multitudi-
nous Moloch termed Opinion”’ (Rubenius: 44). Neverthe-
less, although Molly is ostracised, her semi-public act of res-
cue does not sink her in shame as does Margaret Hale’s, and 
the chapter-headings – ‘Molly Gibson to the Rescue’ (Ch. 
44) and ‘Molly Gibson Finds a Champion’ (Ch. 49) – suggest 
a tongue-in-cheek relish entirely lacking in the earlier novel. 
The positive quality derives from female friendship. There is 
wry satisfaction in Cynthia/ Cinderella being rescued not by 
but from a Prince Charming, and by a Molly, and Molly’s 
own chivalrous ‘champion’ is Lady Harriet, who enlists Miss 

Phoebe as ‘“ Sancho Panza”’ to her ‘“ Don Quixote”’ – ‘“ you 
and I against the world, in defence of a distressed damsel”’ 
(529). 

 This female solidarity is the more striking in a fairy-tale 
framework since fairy-tales, in their function as ‘text books’ 
of ‘the myths of sexuality under patriarchy’ (Duncker: 3), 
normally endorse enmity between women, who become ri-
vals for the father’s approval (7). The most distressing as-
pect of Cynthia’s affair with Mr Preston is that she and her 
mother are rivals (WD: 469), and here again Wives and 
Daughters reads like a demonstration of Wollstonecraft: 

supposing… that a being only taught to please must 
still find her happiness in pleasing; what an example 
of folly… will she be to her innocent daughters! The 
mother will be lost in the coquette, and, instead of 
making friends of her daughters, view them with eyes 
askance, for they are rivals – rivals more cruel than 
any other, because they invite a comparison, and 
drive her from the throne of beauty, who has never 
thought of a seat on the bench of reason. (W: 55) 

Thus Mrs Kirkpatrick keeps Cynthia away from her wedding 
because ‘she had felt how disagreeable it would be to have 
her young daughter flashing out her beauty by the side of 
the faded bride’ (WD: 122), and in the last pages of the novel 
she is still appealing for confirmation that she is ‘the fairest 
of them all’ (646). 

 In Elizabeth Gaskell’s re-writing of fairy-tale, however, 
Molly not only acts as champion to her sister, but challenges 
the word of the father. In her interview with Mr Gibson she 
takes moral control: ‘“ I don’t think it was wrong. … You 
must trust me. … Perhaps I’ve been foolish; but what I did, I 
did of my own self. … Cynthia must not be accused. … You 
must not vex or hurt Cynthia”’ (516– 20). This is the voice of 
a woman who, by being ‘a law unto herself’, is able to protect 
others without using the ‘arts of pleasing’. Although Molly’s 
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status and prospects are not changed by this episode, it is 
nevertheless crucial to her psychological escape from the 
‘secret chambers’ of family life. Carol Gilligan’s study of 
modern women considering abortion shows that their sense 
of being trapped by or in control of their lives depends less 
on external circumstances than on their conception of them-
selves in relation to others. Women in the ‘third’ or most 
ethically mature stage are characterised by a ‘willingness to 
express and take responsibility for judgment’, indicating ‘an 
equation of worth between self and other’ (Gilligan: 507). 
The sense of self-worth expressed in Molly’s new relation to 
her father is further developed in the affair of Osborne’s 
marriage. Again involved against her will in a family secret, 
it is she who decides when to keep silent and when to speak, 
and who takes charge of the shattered Hamley household, 
controlling the servants and caring for Aimée and the Squire 
(WD: 580). The chapter in which ‘Molly Gibson’s Worth is 
Discovered’ (Ch. 54) is curiously disparaged by critics. 
Lerner passes over the hard slog of domestic management 
which has taxed Molly’s health and says that she suffers ‘one 
of those low-spirited declines into which Victorian heroines 
drop at low moments of the plot’ (8), while Marilyn Butler 
finds Wives and Daughters inferior to Maria Edgeworth’s 
Helen because ‘Molly collapses not because she has suffered 
too much but because she has done too much, a very differ-
ent thing’ (Butler: 287). Certainly, but why inferior? As in 
North and South, it is salutary to be shown that ‘thinking of 
others’ is not just a question of ‘sympathis[ ing] in their feel-
ings’ (Sandford: 2) but of exhausting work. More impor-
tantly, Molly’s progress towards autonomy is to be meas-
ured precisely in terms of her change from ‘suffering’ to ‘do-
ing’, which even within a domestic environment, makes a 
woman ‘“ of far more importance… than she usually thinks 
she is”’ (Mrs Beeton, quoted Auerbach, 1978: 35; see 15 
above). The main effect of what Molly ‘does’, however, is to 
dispel secrecy. 

 Both secrets which Molly is left to disentangle – Cyn-
thia’s and Osborne’s – involve sexual alliances which cannot 
be socially acknowledged, and the novel forcibly establishes 
the sense of Victorian marriage as a public institution and a 
strongly conservative force. The great families like the Cum-
nors and the Hamleys maintain their status through long 
descent and careful alliance. Squire Hamley is obsessively 
concerned that Osborne, as ‘eldest son’ should make an ap-
propriate marriage, warning off the Gibson family and un-
certain whether even Lord Hollingford’s daughters would be 
suitable (WD: 56, 74, 79, 82, 368, 631). He is both snobbish 
and chauvinistic, hating the French with ignorant vehe-
mence (302, 570). Mrs Gibson has the social climber’s con-
tradictory concept of marriage as a route to social advance-
ment for herself, and an excluding mechanism for everyone 
else. Her ‘Mother’s Manoevre’ is even more callous than 
Squire Hamley’s prohibitions of love, in spite of her ‘sweet, 
false tone’ (316). 

 For the upholders of ancient lineage and exclusive alli-
ance, however, the text holds a lurking irony; its plot de-
pends on the challenge made to human hierarchies by the 
anarchic processes of sexual selection identified by Darwin. 
Mr and Mrs Gibson (49, 143, 646), Cynthia (597), Roger 
(642), Mr Preston (444) and Mr Coxe (402) all fall in love 
more than once and sometimes with most unsuitable objects 
(604). Mr Preston persists in his ‘tigerish’ love for Cynthia 
against her wishes and his self-interest. The free play of sex-
ual charm creates havoc in the Cynthia/ Preston/ 
Kirkpatrick triangle. Osborne Hamley marries a French 
nursery-maid, ineligible in every way except that she is 
‘Aimée’ – loved. By defining this process as a general law 
rather than shockingly anomalous, ‘Darwinian theory… 
brought into question the privileged “purity” of the “great 
family”’ (Beer, G, 1983: 63; cf 117). In Wives and Daughters, 
Darwinian sexual anarchy takes the form of subversive fam-
ily secrets – Cynthia’s engagement, Osborne’s marriage – 
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raising ‘the same dreads as fairy-tale… miscegeny – the frog 
in the bed’ (Beer, G, 1983: 9). Whereas fairy-tales are essen-
tially conservative, however, showing Cinderella or the frog 
prince as miraculous exceptions to a rule (Duncker: 5), 
Darwinian transformations constitute a pervasive and re-
lentless rule, capable of undermining the notions of ‘pure 
blood’ and ‘ancient lineage’ which preserve families in their 
traditional form. If secrecy is the ‘enabling condition of 
middle-class life’ (Wohl: 104), then someone like Molly who 
is prepared to reveal secrets for humane reasons acquires 
potentially transforming power, and it is Molly who pre-
vents the Hamleys from succumbing to ‘The Doom of the 
Griffiths’ (see above, pp. 42– 3). There is considerable irony 
in the fact that after Mrs Hamley’s and Osborne’s deaths, 
almost every aspect of the Hamley household lies in the con-
trol of a girl who was not judged fit to marry into the family. 
A more basic irony, however, is that Squire Hamley, the 
epitome of autocratic will and patriarchal pride, should have 
one son – Osborne – who weakly evades the patrilineal im-
perative to ‘marry well’, and another – Roger – who builds a 
flourishing career on the very evolutionary theory which 
subverts the unnatural stasis of old families (e.g. WD: 41). 

 Roger Hamley was directly modelled on Elizabeth Gas-
kell’s cousin, Charles Darwin (L 550), and her enthusiastic 
acceptance in Wives and Daughters of evolutionary theory 
both as a scientific truth and as a mode of social progress 
was more characteristic of Unitarian thought than the panic 
response of Sylvia’s Lovers. ‘Alone among the Christian 
sects the Unitarians rejoiced as they saw the plan of nature 
being unfolded without recourse to marvel or mystery’ 
(Lansbury: 194). Far from being a dreamy retreat into rural 
nostalgia, therefore, Wives and Daughters reflects the most 
advanced preoccupations of its time. The struggle to develop 
science rather than the classics as the staple of education, to 
which Elizabeth Gaskell’s father had contributed in 1796 
(Stevenson, Remarks on the Very Inferior Utility of Classi-

cal Learning), reached its height in the 1860s (Costic: 51). 
William Gaskell was ‘absorbed in the new scientific studies’ 
(Gérin: 52), and in 1861 arranged a meeting of the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science (L 485). Given 
this history, and in the immediate aftermath of The Origin 
of Species, it is extraordinary that the evolutionary matrix 
for social change in Wives and Daughters has been ignored 
by influential critics such as John Lucas, who sneers at ‘Mrs 
Gaskell’ for her inability to transcend class sympathies and 
recognise Preston, rather than Roger Hamley, as the ‘rising 
man’ (Lucas, 1977: 11). Lucas, taking class-conflict as the 
only mechanism of change, selects Chapter 30, a scene be-
tween men in a work situation, and assumes that Roger and 
his father align unproblematically in class terms against 
Preston. Yet the relationship between the three men is 
equally determined by Roger’s deference to paternal author-
ity (cf Ch. 27) and by the sexual rivalry between Roger and 
Preston (cf Chs 28 & 29). Lucas argues that Elizabeth Gas-
kell’s class animus ‘betrays’ her ‘into absurdity’ when she 
describes Preston as having ‘“ an animal’s instinctive jeal-
ousy and combativeness against all popular young men”’ 
(Lucas, 1977: 11). But she is likely to have had in mind not 
class conflict, but Darwin’s conception of ‘Sexual Selection’, 
which ‘depends, not on a struggle for existence in relation to 
other organic beings or to external conditions, but on a 
struggle between the individuals of one sex, generally the 
males, for the possession of the other sex’ (The Origin of 
Species, Everyman ed., 1928: 87). The choice of marriage 
partners in relation to class boundaries is an important fac-
tor in social change, and the authority of a father can be as 
strong a force for reaction as that of a landlord. Lucas sees 
Elizabeth Gaskell as ‘fudging’ the issue (Lucas, 1977: 1) when 
she is perceiving complexity. 

 Preston is in any case an unattractive ‘new man’. 
Whereas the social operations of science are genuinely ‘lev-
elling’ (WD: 37, 145), Preston merely climbs the existing 
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class structure (153). And in personal relationships he func-
tions at an animal level ‘“ – tigerish, with his beautiful 
striped skin and relentless heart”’ (473), and his sinister in-
sistence that he will ‘“ make”’ Cynthia love him ‘“ when we 
are married”’ (463, 480). In contrast, Roger relies on the 
distinctly human functions of reason and speech. 

 In spite of a certain relish for the ‘levelling’ effects of 
sexuality in Wives and Daughters, Elizabeth Gaskell was in 
no doubt that uninhibited sexuality was a danger rather 
than a freedom, ‘an arbitrary passion, [which] will reign… by 
its own authority, without deigning to reason’ (W: 129). But 
the earlier novels have shown that sexuality remains unsus-
ceptible to reason partly because contemporary codes of ‘in-
nocence’ and ‘propriety’ prevent its conscious articulation. 
The concept of virtue as unreasoned submission to rules is 
both a source of distress and a barrier to ethical maturity for 
women. Wives and Daughters still does not attempt the ar-
ticulation of desire, but it does enlarge the area accessible to 
consciousness, and hence to rational control, by insisting 
that relationships between the sexes involve the same con-
nection between attention and care which, ideally, governs 
those between parents and children, brothers, sisters and 
friends. As we have seen, all these essentially caring rela-
tionships are corrupted by the contagious secrecy surround-
ing Victorian sexuality. Molly, as a genuine ‘innocent’, can 
‘express and take responsibility for judgment’ (Gilligan: 
507) in these areas not because she can speak of sexuality 
itself, but because, on the contrary, she lacks the heightened 
sexual sensitivity which underlies both coquettish mano-
evrings and frigid propriety. Her ethical judgments are 
based, therefore, not on concepts of rule-breaking or of ‘sin’, 
but on the general ‘obligation to exercise care and avoid 
hurt’ which Gilligan sees as characteristic of women’s ‘Dif-
ferent Voice’ (Gilligan: 486, 491– 2, 507). 

 The only examples in Wives and Daughters of the acute 
physical disease which accompanies sexual repression in 

Ruth and North and South occur when Molly is parted from 
Roger. News of his expedition causes ‘a buzzing in her ears’ 
(WD: 363) and his proposal to Cynthia produces a response 
which, with its buried quotation from one of Wordsworth’s 
‘Lucy’ poems, recalls both Phillis’s similar silent suffering 
(Ch. 9, above), and Molly’s own prediction that she will ‘“ 
kill herself”’ with altruism (WD: 135): 

her brain seemed in too great a whirl to comprehend 
anything but that she was being carried on in earth’s 
diurnal course, with rocks, and stones, and trees, 
with as little volition on her part as if she were dead. 
(372) 

In each of these cases, however, the distress is caused not 
simply by sexual deprivation but by the inability of the 
‘brain’ to ‘comprehend’ and hence to ‘express and take re-
sponsibility for judgment’ (Gilligan: 507). 

 In the earlier novels the problem is beyond rational 
remedy because shame prohibits full consciousness. Molly, 
however, is not ‘ashamed’ of a relationship which she de-
fines to herself as friendship, and her lack of sexual aware-
ness is enabling rather than the reverse because she can 
freely articulate this ‘innocent’ willingness to care. Even af-
ter Roger’s engagement, ‘she had courage to speak, and she 
spoke the truth as she believed it, though not the real actual 
truth. “I do care for him: I think you have won the love of a 
prince among men”’ (WD: 377). She can, moreover, get 
some ethical purchase on her situation by applying the same 
criteria of care which would operate in other relationships. 
Her conscious renunciation of Roger, made in the terms of 
the real mother in Solomon’s test – ‘“ give her the living 
child, and in no wise slay it”’ (413) – is a sad but responsible 
position. What puts her brain ‘in a whirl’ is the suspicion 
that her self-sacrifice will not ‘avoid hurt’ for Roger (Gilli-
gan: 492), since Cynthia’s fascination conceals a lack of the 
care which it seems to promise. In Roger’s absence, Cynthia 
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receives his letters ‘with a kind of carelessness,… while 
Molly sat at her feet, so to speak, looking up with eyes as 
wistful as a dog’s waiting for crumbs’ (WD: 412). Although 
Molly seems to be released from this thraldom by mere au-
thorial fiat, the engagement crumbles from within. Cynthia 
is incapable of sustaining a relationship of care, and her ‘“ 
short, hurried letters”’ only give Roger ‘“ pain”’ (642). 

 The courtship ritual whereby a man ‘pays his attentions’ 
to a woman, who may invite, welcome, or refuse them, is it-
self based on the assumption that ‘attention’ promises ‘care’, 
and though anarchic, unspeakable sexuality may not be un-
der our control, our attention should be. As Molly puts it, ‘“ 
all sorts of thoughts cross one’s mind – it depends whether 
one gives them harbour and encouragement”’ (639). When 
Mrs Gibson learns of Osborne’s secret marriage, she is in-
dignant; ‘“ Only think! If he had paid either of you any par-
ticular attention, and you had fallen in love with him! Why, 
he might have broken your heart”’ (564). But Osborne, as a 
(relatively) responsible person, refrains from paying atten-
tions to women whom he cannot ‘care for’. Mr Preston, on 
the other hand, pays ‘compliments’ which mean nothing, 
while his ‘attentions’ to Cynthia have as their object his 
gratification, not hers. Women, though conventionally pas-
sive, could welcome or refuse such ‘attentions’; Molly dis-
courages Mr Coxe by withdrawing ‘her open friendliness of 
manner’ while Cynthia ‘drew him to her’ by ‘her look of in-
tent interest’ (402). By exercising no control over her ‘atten-
tion’, Cynthia raises expectations of care which she cannot 
fulfill. Mr Preston’s refusal to accept her withdrawal of at-
tention, on the other hand, claims care where none is of-
fered. Bestowing or withholding attention is thus, even 
within Victorian conventions, a means of controlling sexual-
ity and bringing sexual relations into conformity with other 
relationships involving ‘care and attention’. When Molly 
protests against women marrying ‘“ unless we love someone 
very dearly indeed”’, Mrs Gibson sees her ‘“ tirade”’ as ‘“ 

really rather indelicate, I must say”’ (595). Molly’s insistence 
on love, however, exposes Cynthia’s ‘pleasing’ and Mr Pre-
ston’s ‘gallantry’ as lies, promising care they do not intend to 
give. 

 Over-rigorous propriety, on the other hand, requires a 
‘lying’ refusal of attention even where care exists. Molly, 
brought up as a companion to her father, regulates her 
friendship with Roger by habits of care and attention in 
which gender is irrelevant. Her dealings with Mr Preston are 
also so entirely formulated by the matter in hand, that she 
‘was as unconscious that he was a young man, and she a 
young woman, as if she had been a pure angel of heaven’ 
(483). But before her final visit to Roger at Hamley Hall (Ch. 
59), Mrs Goodenough’s hints force on her a shameful con-
sciousness which spoils ‘the simplicity of their intercourse’, 
and prevents her from treating Roger with more than ‘com-
mon politeness’ (627). Her ‘constraint’ (629), and ‘reserve’ 
(630) prevent her even from seeking his advice; ‘she be-
lieved that he could have helped her more than anyone to 
understand how she ought to behave… if only he himself 
had not lain at the very core and centre of all her perplexity 
and dismay’ (634). Thus ‘propriety’ shuts her out from 
moral advice, just as ‘surveillance’ prevents Cynthia from 
disentangling herself from Mr Preston (472). Roger in turn 
is ‘perplexed and pained’ by a withdrawal of attention which 
he interprets as an absence of care (640). 

 The painstaking detail of the conversations in Wives 
and Daughters supports a general plea for the power of 
speech in establishing a more open and rational intercourse 
between the sexes, in which the arts of pleasing shall not 
masquerade as love, and propriety shall not exclude care. 
The coolness between Roger and Molly is dispelled by his 
simple question, ‘“ have not I done something to vex you?”’, 
to which Molly replies, ‘“ you never vexed me in my whole 
life”’ (634). In this context of mutual trust the novel’s eva-
sion of explicitly sexual consciousness is less of a fault than 
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it might appear. Molly’s ‘innocence’ is not the dangerous ig-
norance of Ruth, unable to distinguish Bellingham’s ‘atten-
tions’ from love, and her ability to affirm friendship for a 
man saves her from the crippling shame of Margaret Hale 
and Cousin Phillis. When the author makes a motherly little 
joke at her expense, as she waves goodbye to Roger and 
thinks ‘how sweet is – friendship!’ (645), her innocence 
seems an endearing aspect of her youth, but the refusal of 
sexual shame is also the basis of womanly strength. 

 The book’s unfinished state underlines ‘questions about 
the “happy ending”’ for Molly and Roger; in particular, 
‘what is she to do with him, how is she to live?’ (Spacks: 94– 
5). Although Molly is interested enough in Roger’s work to 
impress Lord Hollingford with her intelligence and informa-
tion (WD: 297), there is no question of her pursuing a ca-
reer. Yet modern readers hardly feel satisfied with a novel 
which leaves its heroine in the state of stifling self-sacrifice 
implied by Victorian wife- and motherhood. The introduc-
tion of Aimée and her child suggests, however, that the 
novel which started with a critique of Molly’s various 
mother-substitutes was to end with some comment on al-
ternative modes of motherhood. Even as a dutiful daughter 
Molly has achieved a kind of self-affirmation through truth-
telling amid the secret chambers of family life; Aimée’s wid-
owhood and her escape from the Squire’s immediate influ-
ence (640), with Roger’s care and respect for the independ-
ent lives of other people, suggest that Aimée and Molly as 
young mothers would be less constrained than their elders 
by their role as wives. Like Mary Wollstonecraft, Elizabeth 
Gaskell recognised that ‘“ making women better mothers”’ 
(Banks: 17) is not a question of intensifying devotion, but, 
on the contrary, of strengthening women’s autonomy to the 
point where they can ‘govern a family with judgment’ and 
‘take care’ of their children (W: 6) in a different sense from 
any of Molly’s ‘stepmothers’. Mrs Hamley, the most devoted 
of these maternal models, would have got little sympathy 

from Wollstonecraft: ‘women of sensibility are the most un-
fit for this task… [It] requires the sober steady eye of reason’ 
(75). Wollstonecraft’s heroines, by contrast, are ‘poor 
women [who] maintain their children by the sweat of their 
brow, and keep together families that the vices of the fathers 
would have scattered abroad… who have had few advantages 
of education, and yet have acted heroically’ (84). 

 Significantly, Mrs Hamley’s place at the Hall is taken, 
after her death, by a woman who, despite her frail, pretty 
appearance, is not unlike Wollstonecraft’s model. Aimée has 
worked as a nursery-maid, and is, in fact, ‘a very capable 
person’ (WD: 571). Left destitute not by Osborne’s vices but 
by his improvidence, she travels with prompt efficiency to 
Hamley Hall with her son, a ‘sturdy, gallant, healthy little 
fellow, whose every limb, and square inch of clothing, 
showed the tender and thrifty care that had been taken of 
him’ (575). She ‘“ has been well trained in the management 
of children”’ (640) and her loving and practical motherhood 
makes an irony of Osborne’s attempts to romanticise her as 
‘“‘ Lucy’”’ in his sonnets (260), and of the Squire’s complaint 
that Osborne did not marry ‘“ as befitted one of an old 
stock”’ (631). Whereas in much ‘wishful Victorian litera-
ture… heroines… prove… to have aristocratic blood’ (Beer, 
G: 63), this heroine, installed in an ancient family, is a genu-
ine working woman with practical skills. 

 Molly herself is repeatedly linked with servants. During 
her first visit to the Towers she is mistaken for a French 
nursery-maid (WD: 22); moreover, aristocratic life makes 
her feel like an extinguished candle (27), and she vehe-
mently wishes ‘“ never [to] be a lord or a lady”’ (28). She has 
been brought up by a ‘strong, alert’ servant called Betty (35), 
and Mrs Goodenough thinks that, with a name like Molly, ‘“ 
she might as well be a scullery-maid at oncest”’. When Mrs 
Goodenough describes how Molly met Mr Preston alone ‘“ 
just as if she was my Sally, or your Jenny”’ (501), she means 
to cast doubt on her propriety, but given Elizabeth Gaskell’s 
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general respect for working women, we can equally read it 
as showing that Molly has assumed some of the ‘fighting 
spirit’ of such unprotected women; her stories are full of lov-
ing and capable servant-women from Nancy in The Moor-
land Cottage to Betty in Cousin Phillis (see 31– 2 above). 
Aimée’s rise from rags to riches seems like a fairy-tale struc-
ture, but the fact that Molly’s story is a less extreme version 
of the same Cinderella theme allows us to see it as a Darwin-
ian transformation rather than a unique metamorphosis; an 
example of an evolutionary process which, with sexual selec-
tion as its rather alarming dynamic, and human care and 
attention as its control, lessens, without dramatic upheaval, 
the distance between classes and genders. Admittedly the 
more disturbing aspects of sexual determinism only became 
apparent, in Darwin’s Descent of Man (1871), after Elizabeth 
Gaskell’s death, and her meliorism may appear merely uto-
pian to post-Freudian feminists. Nevertheless her emphasis 
on observation, reason and speech as gradual modes of so-
cial progress may still be the only way of avoiding on the one 
hand a tragic biological determinism and on the other a de-
fiance of patriarchy which incorporates patriarchy’s own ag-
gressive modes. 

 When Molly pays her second visit to The Towers (Chs 57 
and 58), she finds that her habits of observation and truth-
telling enable her to analyse, rather than accepting, the 
fairy-tale structures of power. The lords and ladies are just 
another family (615), and the archangel/ king is less impor-
tant than her friends Lady Harriet and Roger, who are her 
‘peers’ in attention to truth and care for people. But when 
she tries to recount this reoriented tale to her godmothers, 
she is ‘conscious of her stepmother’s critical listening’ and 
has ‘to tell it all with a mental squint’ (623). The title of 
Wives and Daughters, with its sidelong look at Fathers and 
Sons, announces the lifelong ‘squint’ of daughters who must 
please stepmothers whose looking-glass ‘speaks with the 
King’s voice’ (Gilbert and Gubar: 46). But as Mrs Gibson in 

the last sentence falls into a fire-side doze, we are reminded 
that her final manoeuvre has been thwarted, as ‘Molly stood 
against’ pretense, and urged that the family be seen ‘as they 
really were’ (WD: 647– 8). 
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Conclusion 

She had courage to speak, and she spoke the truth as 
she believed it (WD: 377). 

BETWEEN Mary Barton and Wives and Daughters Eliza-
beth Gaskell has shifted from public to private themes, from 
fatherhood to motherhood, and from a self-conscious use of 
Romantic or Biblical allusion to the language of family life. 
The change has been interpreted as her giving up the strug-
gle for social reform and becoming, in late middle age, 
gracefully ‘feminine’ and conformist. What this study has 
shown, on the contrary, is that each of the earlier novels 
‘tripped’ on the unfocussed ‘woman question’ which in 
Wives and Daughters becomes the acknowledged subject of 
debate. 

 The problematic status of Wives and Daughters as a 
‘great’ novel with nothing to account for its ‘greatness’ – no 
dramatic events, ‘major’ themes, revolutionary conclusions 
– is related to the minuteness of its effects, dictated by the 
small scale of women’s daily lives, but also by the theories of 
Realism. Because Elizabeth Gaskell was not a theorist like 
George Eliot, the philosophical arguments for Realism have 
not been related to her work; as Laurence Lerner ingenu-
ously puts it, ‘if Mrs Gaskell can’t be let off [literary theory], 
who can?’ (Lerner: 23). Yet by the time George Eliot was 
writing in favour of close observation of detail as the basis 
for a ‘wise social policy’ (Westminster Review, July 1856: 
72), Elizabeth Gaskell was already established as a major 
writer in this mode, and was herself suspected of having 
written Adam Bede (L 431), with its ‘Realist manifesto’ 
(Ch.XVII). She, in turn, admired George Eliot, and is likely 
to have read her essay, ‘The Natural History of German Life’ 
(Westminster Review, July 1856), advocating the methods 
of natural history as a way of understanding human socie-
ties. Wives and Daughters, with its explicit reference to 

natural history, reveals Elizabeth Gaskell as a classic Realist, 
confident in the ability of free individuals to make rational 
choices in a knowable world. 

 For the modern academic reader, Realism is suspect 
precisely because it has become the dominant mode of fic-
tion, part of our culture’s dominant discourse of liberal, ra-
tional humanism. Post-structuralists see Realist texts as, par 
excellence, purveyors of ideology, offering the illusion of 
unified, autonomous individuals and obscuring the con-
struction of the speaking subject in language (Belsey: 67– 
84). The deconstructive critic does not interpret, thus en-
dorsing, the text’s illusory coherence, but works on its con-
tradictions to expose as ideology what it offers as reality. 
Thus where an ‘interpretation’ of Ruth would accept the 
novel’s evaluative terminology as ‘given’ and hence ‘real’, my 
reading points to the contradiction between Ruth’s bodily 
experience and the language available to speak about it, re-
vealing female sexuality as the ‘hidden’ subject-matter 
which ideology renders ‘unspeakable’ and hence ‘unreal’. 

 If my reading of Wives and Daughters seems by con-
trast to collude with its ideological language, it is because 
the novel’s overt Realist project, to observe, analyse, and of-
fer a ‘wise… policy’ about women’s lives, is itself the ‘mean-
ing’ which has been ‘hidden’ by previous ‘interpretations’, 
which have focussed on class, science, humour – anything 
but wives and daughters. When orthodox criticism ‘over-
looks’ meanings that are announced in the title, we may 
suspect that those meanings are themselves ideologically 
‘unspeakable’, and this encourages me to argue that when a 
woman writer usurps the ‘authority’ of the Realist stance to 
investigate the lives of women, her text has a subversive 
rather than confirmatory relation to the dominant mode. 
Elizabeth Gaskell’s claim to participate in the ‘liberal hu-
manist discourse of freedom, self-determination and ration-
ality’ (Belsey: 65) from which women were conventionally 
excluded, makes her assumption of the dominant paradoxi-
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cally also a challenge to it, a challenge which has not yet lost 
its force. 

 I would not wish to endorse this rational discourse to 
the extent of denying its contradiction with the text’s con-
ventional assumptions about ‘woman’s place’. But feminist 
criticism seeks not just to understand, but to change the 
world, and must sometimes compromise with deconstruc-
tive rigour in order to introduce ethical or political value-
judgments. In challenging a false ‘coherence’, deconstruc-
tion may perversely establish its own multivalent pluralism 
as a new infallibility, inhibiting any reading of less than im-
maculate scepticism. If, however, we ‘lock up our… thoughts 
till infallibility has set its seal upon them… priestcraft and 
intolerance would… strangle… free opinion’ (Gaskell, W: 5). 
Deconstruction performs a mobilising social role insofar as 
it breaks open texts which present themselves as ‘the truth’, 
making possible the production of new meanings. For 
speakers who are oppressed precisely by being told that 
their different view of the world is ‘unreal’, however, the 
claim to know and speak the truth, though ultimately illu-
sory, is politically vital. 

 Realism, with its emphasis on detail and gradualness, 
and its assumption that knowledge is a route to self-
determination and power, can speak in practical ways to 
modern women who experience politics as an intimate, daily 
and material practice, yet doubt that their knowledge is 
‘real’ because it lacks the authority of a general truth, and 
takes instead the form of a constant, shifting negotiation of 
detail, aimed not at ‘principled’ changes, but simply ‘that 
resolution in which no one is hurt’ (Gilligan: 515). Both 
George Eliot and Elizabeth Gaskell, in their adoption of Re-
alism, emphasise their preference for detail over abstrac-
tion, and gradual over revolutionary change, because such 
knowledge and mode of change allows for the play of ‘moral 
sentiments’ (Westminster Review, July 1856: 54). Marxist 
critics protest at this ‘displacement’ of history into ethics as 

‘a mystification inherent in the very forms of realist fiction, 
which by casting objective social relations into interpersonal 
terms, constantly hold open the possibility of reducing the 
one to the other’ (Eagleton, 1978: 121). I have argued that 
such a ‘reduction’ invalidates the ending of Mary Barton, for 
instance. Feminists who believe that the personal is political 
should beware, however, of assuming that private acts are 
unhistorical; for women, politics begins with challenging the 
‘private’ acts which forbid them a public voice. Politics, 
moreover, is not unrelated to ethics; attempts to change the 
world are justified in ethical terms – equality, free enter-
prise, the right to work – and women have so far made 
headway in public politics by invoking just such ‘principles 
of justice’ (Gilligan: 484) – the right to vote, the right to 
choose. It is usual, however, to distinguish these ‘abstract 
ethical conception[ s]’ from the more contextual ethics of 
women in the home; ‘the very traits that have traditionally 
defined the “goodness” of women, their care for and sensi-
tivity to the needs of others, are those which mark them as 
deficient in moral development’, allowing an ‘infusion of 
feeling into their judgment’ (Gilligan: 484). More and more 
feminists, however, are beginning to argue that caring is the 
authentic voice of women, and that women’s ‘insistence on 
relationship reveals not a failed adulthood, but the desire for 
a different one’ (Abel, 1983: 10). Changing the world is a 
question of bringing politics into conformity with ethics, 
and women speak of ethics ‘In A Different Voice’ (Gilligan). 

 Faced with a hypothetical moral dilemma, women often 
ask for more information. … we need to talk to the partici-
pants, to see their eyes and facial expressions, to receive 
what they are feeling. Moral decisions are… made in real 
situations; they are qualitatively different from the solution 
of geometry problems. (Noddings: 2 – 3) 

 The vital unsolved problem now facing the women’s 
movement is to give this authentic women’s voice political 
force without adopting the masculine language of rights and 
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principles which leads to self-righteous belligerence. It is a 
problem energetically tackled in, for instance, Keohane, 
Rosaldo and Gelpi’s Feminist Theory. In the meantime, the 
women Realists of the past can help give validity to women’s 
knowledge of ‘real situations’ and our wish for resolutions in 
which ‘no one is hurt’. If we deal with these writers by label-
ling them ‘progressive’ or ‘conservative’ according to the 
outcome of their plots or their fictional technique, we may 
miss the genuine challenge of their ‘different voice’. In 
Elizabeth Gaskell’s novels, ‘caring for others’ requires not 
subservience and conformity but courage and independ-
ence. Her heroines may not differ in institutional terms 
from other dutiful daughters, wives and mothers, but they 
have achieved that sense of self-worth which is the prerequi-
site for political action; they ‘express and take responsibility 
for judgment’ (Gilligan: 507). She may use current, common 
modes of analysis and speech, but she insists that women 
share in the creation of values. From Ester the outcast pros-
titute, who for Mary’s sake speaks as a ‘fighting mother,’ to 
Molly the cherished daughter, who for Cynthia’s sake ques-
tions the word of the father, Elizabeth Gaskell’s women re-
fuse to ‘suffer and be still’. Move by human need, they claim 
a human voice to ‘bear witness to the truth’. 


